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. ABSTRACT
This paper examines the usage oftesting instruments

to identify the language and dialect dosinance cf children. In 'order
not to, sisuse language 'assessment tests, a careful distinction must
be made between the terns "language proficieney," "language
preference," and "relative language ptoficiency." Differences in the
several types-of language assessment instruments, suet alp° be taken
into consideration. These differences include type of data provided,
such as information onpronunciation or-syntax, and required skill
levels, for test administrators and evaluators.kQuestioniaires4_
story-telling, questioa-ansier format, and combination tests, such as
the Language Ability Scales (LAS), 'are exampleslpf language
assessment,nstrumento requiring different skills and measuring

.

differebt features. An example is gived of a language- assessment
sodel,Ahat yields only limited information, due tc-lac4 of sufficient
preparation on the part of Itie administrators.; It is suggested that
thelollowidg model should be followed: (1) tests must, bo selected
with specific criteria in sindf (2) ;the tent adninistratoA should,

/
meet certain qualificationA, such as sufficient training; (3) the

/ pripiry invesstigator should have formal linguistic training; and (4)
an in-service course should be given, to thege responsible for.usage
of test ress;ts, in the areas of sociolinguistics, structure of
Standard American English and dialect* tested, and language
acquisition. (Author /AM)
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uivs Mlchols decision and AB 1329 require that
1

State o California4,e evaluated to determine

r each child. Thus, many of us must

children in't
,

tthe doming t_..1,anguag

deal with/the proble

children/ pape

aspect f that prob

. Ia./Igoe assessmen

betwee proficien

assessment instr

types of languagtassessment tests, giving an example of

oral language assessment of school 1

..,....LJ-4°..-A

Will concentrate on a particular

hamelr the uses and mis-uses 31

ests.' It will do this by 1)distinguishing,

and dominance tests used as oral language

nts; 2) describing several different basic.

each, and specifying someof the advantages and disadvantages,

limitations any capabilities of each type; 3)discussing an

example of thelladministration, evaluation and use of a

language agse*pment test; and finally 4)- giving some
0

conclusions about the uses and limitations of language assessment

tests, and pecifying -so4 of the requirements for those who

administer, dValuate d apply'the rSsults 6f, language tests.

First-, we must distinguish betweenlanguage proficiency .

_and between two types of language dominance: language

paierdnce and_relative language' proficiency. Proficiency in a

language refer's to a person's level of ability in that language.
/-----

,

A complete proficiency test covers all for areas of language.
% .....

'! t/

This paper was fiist, presented at the CATES01, convebtion in
San Franciscoe California on Marcb 5, 1978.
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Language Dominance Testing - 2

usage: speech, listening, reading aryl.. citing. In addition,

it tests prontinciation, syntax (including mbxphology),

and semantics. Such a test must determine the student's

abiliXies in each of these areas, in each relevant language,

and also-,must present these results in a.'form that enables

determinations to be made as to whether and where language

struction is needed, what prescriptive techniques might

be of help, etc.

Domince, on the other hand, has several definitions.

The most common two arc presented And used here. First,

language preference, the more popular definition, says that

a child's dominant language is that language(or dialect)in

which the child is more comfortable in an unstructured

situation. Thjs, a child's dominant language or dialect

would be the cne he would choose to ute if given the opportunity.
4

This choice may change depending,upon the situation or domain

in which the child finds himself, for example,. whether he

i% speaking on the playground, in school, in his community,

or i 1 hig hbme. He may feel more comfortable using English

in school, ,Spanish'inchurch, and a mixture of the t;i0t-at home.
.

For.more scientific purposes, however, language dominance

should be determined asBurt and Dulay (it: press) suggest,

by-testing the relative ability of the student in two

languages or dialects. This would be determined as result

of a proficiency test given in both languages or dia cts.

The,datd-obtained fiom such tests should give verifia 1

information as to the student's actual proficiency both

languages, regardless of his preferences in any one situation:
.

,
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. Language Dominance Testing - 3

However, witctrespect'to the way in which Language

assessment tests are norally implemented and their results

--applied in the classroom, these three categories become

confused. .A tei may have been intended to show language
-

preference, b -inst.ructions'for the test w ill imply that

-_ the test will also give an indication of the child'* language
. .

proficiency. Thus, these three terms come to-be used care-
r-

lessly, loosely, and interchangeably. We mist be carefuL

to distinguish between them. A test which has been designed

area ig intended to show which of- two languagesa child prefers

or is more comfortable with, should-not bertis-used by trying

to employ:,?...t to place the child at a discrete language

proficiency level.

The 'point here is that.hy being careful to' distinguish

between the term& oroficiency: language preference, and

relative language proficiency, we will be able to beHmore

selective both gin" c, avlanguoSge assessment instrument

and in usingfianlnot,mis-using) the results obtained from
.

that instrument. Thu-s4we will be-able to avoid using a

test intended to determine the language prefejence of the

child to determine.proficiency'levels for the child or to

-pletermime the relative language dopinance. We nee4/to

4
consider our use of. t)i.s terminology, and hopeful)y in

. -

this way better ,meet the needs lof our children in terms of
\,1_

language identification and.prescription.

J

4
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language Dominafce Testing - 4

Several types of language assessment instruments will

be described .in t;ii.S.section- and are' summarized in the

accompanying table. Dne.of the purpoeei of this section is

to point out some important wayg imwhich these type's of

tests differ. These differences are relevat both in

determining which test we choose. for a specific situation

and purpose, and also for determ4,ning how we will use a

given tes t, for example, 'ihether 4use it to test language

proficiency or language preference.

One of thit ways in.which the summarized tests differ,

is in the type of data that: they provide How much infor-

mation is obtained ranges fro- a4 complete record of the
"t.

student's"responses on a* tape, to only a sim01e4numerical1-.

or yes /no score showing whether.the gtuOent or did not
4

respond as exp ected or at all). The tests algo,diffei in

whether they provide informatiop about pronunciation,\
.4

morphology, lexicon or synta4, as well As whether listening

.or speakiilg are being tested. We -should note that t amount

and type of information made available by a test wail have

an important affect- on what types of analysis can later be

performed and what types of information an be obtained

about the student' abilities, the prescriptive'technigUes

that .can be .applied, etc.

SpeCific examples of these

dif er in the &levels of skills

uage assessment te/ts

are required. The

adMiniqtrator of the test may need to just operate a assette,

'show pictures, or ask questions. The transcriber may just

1

t
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Language Dominance Testing.- 5\-;

need a check sheet, may be required to take down the responses.

verbatim in handwriting, orimay reed trained pl,nological

skills. The evaluaiOr may just be required to use counting

skills, or-may. need formal linguistic training. person

who will make use of the test may need vari.aus skills,

depending on to what use ide/she will: put the results of the

test, e.g. to implement new curriculum. .

As We shall sae then, I;he use to which the tests are

p t will determine what kintis of skills the tesil. administrat or

and evaluator will need.

The first test in tne tabl Is the questionnaire: As

can readily be seen, it is c useful for identifying

language preference5. A language assessmeAt quqstionnaixe

such as the San :leg° Home Language Survey (which has been
.0

adopted as part of the state's California Language Census),

is only intendedto identify languages used in th# home.

Typically this type (54 test is usea as a gross identifier

aha is followed, as required, by a more complete assessment tool.

Story-telling, the second type 00f test in the table,

hi's broader possibilities. gild
1

given a picture

and, is asked to tell, or sake up a story-about the picture.

Advantages of this 't/pie of'test, e>iemplified by the Basic

Invehtory of Natural Language IB INL) are that it elicits

:natural, language from the student, and that it can provide

a good deal of particularly related to overall

verbalness. This type of test can be suitable for proficiency

determinations, if enough data an appropriate structures is

available and analyzed. DigadVantagesYare.that it is
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difficult to elicit specific strlictures, and' to elicit those

structures more than once for verification is almost impossible..

In addition, phonological characteristics cannot be.reliably

1,
tested fOr the saftrreasons. The test clan also be mis-used,

if only a small portion of the data is analyzed (an understandable
. !

temptation, since transcription can be very time-consuming.

Finally, because of the large amount of data to be 'analyzed

110 a non-structured kind, evaluators may need more than just

a normal knowledge of the language tested to make fair

assessments.

The question-answer forr;.at is another of the types of

tests suggested here. Examples of this type of test are

the Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM) and the San Diego Obs4rvation

Assessment Instr:iment_(whioh has alsi been adopted as part .of

the California Langua.ge Census. As with the story-telling

format, a pictureis uses as stimulus, but speciiic questions

are asked about the pictures to eliCit specific structures,

lexical items, oec. Also, since there is a more limited

amount of natural language obtained,'eyaluation is more limited

and easier to accomplish. Although this is a more efficient

system it-ii more structured so that the free speech ,obtained%

is 'of a more limited variety.- Anbthet disadvantage is that.

the questions have to be yery,carefully,constructed so that

0
the precise response will in fact be elicited. Also,

pronunciation can_again only be analyzed isa side issue,

since any one sound will not necessarily be elicited from

the student. Given the above considerations,'this test may

also be suitable for proficiency, or language preference testing.

7
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The final type s the repetition test, such as the Gloria

and David. Sehtenbes are imitated usually from a taped model.

This type iY particularly good for studying sound usage, sincQ

all utterances are_prescri.bed and discrete items can be repeated

for verification. Also, this mode is effective for identifying

non-standard dialect usage, since many non-standard speakers

will translate,the standard dialect that they hear into their

own dialect. The Gloria and-David is particularly appropriate

with its many instances of plural, possessiVe and third

person singular morphemes. Disadvantages of tide repetition

test are first that no natural or spontaneous production can

be expected. Also, only limited information can be obtained

since the model will speak correctly structured sentences

soi the subjects to model. The model's language usage may

also serve as a detriment,_as is evidenced by the unnatural

pronunciation heard, on some tapes: Additional potential

problems are t4e effects of the students' short attention

and memory spans, and the selection of the items to be

imitated. This type of test would have limited application

to proficiency decisions, though may be appropriate for

language preference distinctions.

These several types of tests are rr&t always used in

isolation. The Language Ability Scales (LAS) combines the

repetition and question-answer modes, for example. Many

school districts will use a combination of instrtments.



Language Dominance. Testing - 8

The California Language. Census (adopted state instrument)'

which is based on the-San Diego model, begins with thlr

Home Languor e Survey, is usually followed by observation of

unstructured speech on the playground and is then followed

when appropriate by a specific assessment', test:

Now we will look at4a specific example of the administration,
.

analysik and use of a language assessment test. With the

help of the information presepte4 in the Previews' sections

we
of this paperAwill be able to see.some of the capabilities

.and-the limitations of such a test and some of the ways in

which the results of s'.ich a test can be used and mis-used.

In this example, 375 children in grades K through 3

were tested. All the children were of American Indi'anheritage,

and' most were from a single tribe. The English version of

the Gloria and David repetition test was administered, and

all responses were tape recorded. The individual ,eho was

assigned the task of analyzing the responses was given the

goal of discovering and identifying the language, characteriWcs

of the children's speech. The teachers of the students

were primarily interested in feedback that could be turned

immediately'into prescriptive devices.

The test was administe'red over a period of ]several

days by two people whb.had training in giving tests.

Because of their training, there was consistency in overall

procedures. 'Five graduate students who had previous training
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in making phonological transcriptions, transcribed the 375

tapes. from the transcriptions, basic information could

be drawn directly, specifically a list of characteristics.

which might-proyide simpre proficiency levels of pronunciation.

In many'situations, that would have been the extent of the*

,analysis given. However,.because the evaluation was done by
-e

professionals in the field further analysis was available.

The primary investig for had'a background in the native

language of the community, and thefefdre was able to' relate

the identifi.ed differences at the phqnologic4 and-morphological

---Avels. No diffetence-s could be related at other levelS-

because of the limitations of the Gloria and (David test.

Not only were differences noted-,across students .within the

same class and across classes, but across different grades
11 .

as well. Also, overall patterns were identified, for example

the existance of a glottal stop throl,iqhout the children's

tapes, and the-apparent disappearance of some distinguishing.

characteristics inthe older children.

With such specific information about the language

background of the children available,.potentially prescriptive

suggestions for language training could have been given.

However, two weaknesses in the testing situation did not

allow such determinations: first, only English-was tested,

abd second, a repetition test with only one verb structure

(simple, present, third person) had been used. Consequently,

recommendations were made that additional testing be conducted

using another ripe of instrument (the BINL).

b N./
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Latguage Dominance Testing 10
ti

Even so, at this point the information that had been

obtained from the analysis of the Gloria and David test, was

not particulfrly relevant or meaningful to the teachers,

since they were not linguists. For this reason, an in-service

wasjplannedtoacquainttheteachers,wiboth th the information

that ha been obtained, and with the differences between

American Standar8'English (ASE) and the native language Of

the area. This kind of background knowledge would. have

eventually enabled the teachers to develop new curriculum

(with the additional information from further testing) place

students in appropriate language proficiency levels for

instruction, and in general meet the needs of the students.

As mentioned above, this model worked only toAA.imited

extent. l'he e.,st was chosen before decisions were made as

to what types of analysis were to be 'performed.: he test .

did not provide sufficient information in all areas to

. make determinations of proficiency levels possible. It did

. .

provide a strong ind,ication of the extent to which anon- standard

nacdent" was used by the students. The test also identified

some students who may have extremely limited English skills.

Even the letter gross identifications,however, may have been
. .

affected by the students' reactions to the testing situation.

It was recommeded that additional testing be done.before

4
any final decisions be made, 'and this was accomplished. It 1 *

should be noted that in another situation, the teachers

-

ii,

4.



Language Dominance Testing - 11

might-have taken the insufficient and incomplete results

froth the initial test, used that to make determinations

about the children's 'p ficiency" levels, and made pre-
:

scriptive decisions to beriplemented in the classrbom..

1X7 addition to the fact that language proficiency-

decis.ons could not be made, language dominance determinatins

alio could not be made with any authority. SinceprO. the ,

English version of the test was given, no Tomparison with

the students' skills in another lrguage.was possible.

Comparisons'iwith ASE and a non-standard dialect could be

considered, and were,-but again only at the phonoiogical

and morphological levels We conclude that manly limited

,

information could be obtained from this model and.that this

information was primarily concerned with the children's

pronunciation.

In summary, we are 'now faced with making oral language

assessments as a necessary part -of our evaluation of our

students' needs. jiowever, we must separate out that whith

we can and should use, from that which is less usable, or_

r.

non- informative.. We must also' be willing to take the time

to prepare ourselves to 'do an n-efticient job, not only of

the testing itself, but of understanding what that testing

means in terms of categorizing our students.

12
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%

/ We must also begin
.

to understand the terminology

involved: proficiency'testing is not the same as
,
dominance

% 4
.

'testing. One'd proficiency is one's abilitytlevel in.a f

At,

,
language, ifi this case not\ust speaking ability, bdt

.

. .

listening ability, and for older students reading and writing
1 -

abilities too. plominiwA4.6n the other-hand,"ieferd ei ther to.

1.),,..-ne's preference regarding.1 gunge usage in whatever
.,0 .

situati9n; dr 2), ors rela ''ties in relation. to
..

.,
. . ./1..

another tanguage or dial:get, e fir is a "popular
.

.

4
, .

dominance" as opposed to the second.which is a more scientific
.

definition 'of dominance: Both are'important concepts, but

mist be looked at as separat% items.

In conclusion, I suggest Vat we consider "the f011o

model for language assessment procedures. Fir* .the test

itself should meet certain criteria. It should provide the

, ,'
information needed for the type of analysis desired.

should be clear as to what type of test it is, regarding,

language preference, proficiency or -relative proficiency..

The test should also be. identified in .terms of what it

attempts to do, re test pronunciation, sYntaxo etc. The

a

primary investigator may be helpful in this selection

process.

Next, the aardinistratort of the test sh6uld have the

following qualifications. T -should have' sufficient

training in testing in general, so as to be as Objective

and consistent as possible in their methdology. The tester
*

should also have enough information about what the specific

test is designed, or intended to do, so that. the 4e/she,

will not inadvertently elicit unuselui inforMit*On.

13
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. 40

Those ;Nitrate employed in the transcription Of ehe
o

,

child's responses-;,.presumably from tapes, should have had

linguistiC training in phOnological-transcriptions. In

addition, they-should be-familiar with typical deviations
2

of the group tested and with the language or dialects of

the group tested, They should also be trained in'Such a
. Aft

way as toLproduce,consistant transcriptions across'

different transcrifier, Other scorers should have equally_ k .

suffitient training. 7 .-

The primary investigator of'the analysis should have .

forma4(linguistic training. The investigator should be'
r .

A

familiar with thestrudure of ASE as yell as'with the

linguistic contrasts betiveeitthe relevant languages. In

addition, this person should be well prird in the strengths

antweaknesses of the test being'used, and be aware of

4
-

additional alysis which is possible from the existing

data.

Finally, an in-service.should be given to those who

will use the results of the test. This in-service should
4

provide basic knowledge of the structure of ASE (phonological,.

morphological and syntactic). It also should provide the

=basic contrasts between the relevant languages and, diairts.

In addition, sociolinguistic information,regardin4 the

language-and culture of the students involved should be given.

As 4e11, the,teachers should-be made familiar with the test,'.

.
elg. how' it was given, what was/analyzed...whatl.ras fOUnd.

. .

v. ..

.

14
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Only then, should-the insert/ focus On curriculum

. development, with specific regard to language development,

for the students Involved in the language assessment.

If these guidelines are followed, perhaps-some of
.Y

the mii-use-,"ond pis-interpretations of data that continues

daily, will avoided. The tests that are given will be '
c'

done with .a pecific purpose, and will, be.gaven, and

rained personnel, preferably not those who

-bur,dened withgclassreom tatts...150

ablerto_meet the needs of our students

evaluated by

are alreadyov

point, we Mai

who have been identified through language assessment

procedures, in compliance with state'and'national regulations.
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'LANGUAGeE DQMINANCE TESTING: SOME QUESTIONS

TABfE. Comparison of Basis Langaage Assessment Tests,

Questicnnaire

x

Fo

no

r.o

no

no = unstructured

no o unstructured

no limited

no

na na na

na na .na

.o yes or no yes r no

, no x limited d

Sitory-Telling

N.Kuhlman.

Question-Answer Repetition

x

x

x

limited t limited

limited- x I

x

imir equired of: -

tester 17.1tdd
.

'required
k

re ui.red 'limited

scorer limited required re uired /required

evaluator Lf :-.=fed ling. training 14g.trainingde ling.trainilg

Stimlalus :.:e.itions pictuce picture taped model

Addtl'analysis no x /1/4 -..i x

:..Subjec'tiVe/Objective objective either either
--,-----, .eLer

x

limited

limited

x

limited

A limited

x

na

n4

yes or no

no

-use- of elici,4ing.structures na

External ,interfeence na

difficult fairly easy easy

limited ".. j.imited , memory,attn spar;
410.,

'Examples t San Diego Home Basic Inventory Bilingual Syntax Gloria & David

t Survey of Nat'l Language e Measure; Calif
ik, Sate test

4

w

x = test-it approcriate an effective in this area
na not applicable,

e

._
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